Creating a future where we live in balance
with and connected to nature.

NATURAL
ADVISERS
The leading natural-infrastructure
consultancy, providing analysis and
advice to successfully plan, develop and
manage land and property.

Natural advice for successful
planning and development
Whether you’re a developer
looking for the right site, an
architect navigating your way
through planning or an
individual looking to make the
most of your property, our
highly qualified team can help
you find the most successful
natural-infrastructure solutions.

with our own expert knowledge,
we help turn any constraints
into exciting opportunities to:
achieve planning success;
improve quality of life; and allow
nature to thrive. Ultimately, we
increase the value of your site.

Our dedicated team of professionals consistently deliver on time, in budget,
with proven success through education and with a solid foundation of
knowledge & experience.

By combining detailed analysis
of the existing trees and ecology

Natural advice to successfully
manage your site
We work with our clients to
optimise their natural
infrastructure. We help land
owners and managers minimise
the risk to users of their land,
form plans to improve ecology
and advise construction
companies how to work safely
around their site.

After taking the time to

WHAT OUR
CLIENTS SAY

understand your needs we use
the latest techniques to record
and assess the trees and ecology
on your site.
Then, drawing on our in-depth
experience, we help find the
best way forward for you and
your customers.

“Our partner in delivering
planning consent”

“Technical ability and
professional judgement”

“Local knowledge and
expertise – both physical
and political”

“They make it happen,
they find a solution”

“The right advice for the
site”

“A commercial mindset”

“Their reports are easy to
use”

“They have the personal
touch and are never
daunted by the scale of
the challenge”

“They solve problems
where trees and ecology
are involved”

OUR
SERVICE
BENEFITS
Expert analysis
Our highly qualified team constantly review and update their
knowledge and skills to ensure we are at the forefront of
industry knowledge and best practice.
This forward-thinking approach enables Wharton to provide
thought leadership across the whole natural-infrastructure
sector, driving innovation and excellence.

Quality advice

Personal support

A unique approach

Our commitment to providing honest advice that considers the
wider context of your scheme enables us to secure successful
planning applications, first time, every time.

Now more than ever, time is money. We guarantee our
turnaround times to ensure you receive the right information at
the right time to unlock the true value of your site.

After a decade of success we have developed strong
relationships with planners and councils so, when a scheme
does prove more challenging, we can bring the right people
together to find the best way forward.

We believe good communication lies at the heart of any
successful consultation. That’s why our recommendations,
whether on the phone, in person or in a report are always easy
to understand and use.

We understand the need to find a balance for each site
between commercial, environmental and community
requirements. So we focus on trees, ecology and habitats as
assets rather than development constraints.
This approach allows us to deliver practical and innovative
solutions that ensure owners retain viable natural
infrastructure and developers optimise
their investment.

OUR
FUNDAMENTAL
VALUES
Our naturally positive attitude creates an
enjoyable working environment that fuels our
innovative approach in delivering practical
solutions.
At the heart of every project, however large or
small, four key values drive our solutions:

Honest
Honesty sits at the heart of what we do
and is reflected into the advice we
provide.

Collaborative
Our cohesive approach to projects
ensures that the needs our clients,
project teams and stakeholders are met
enhance the value of your site.

Innovative
We provide forward thinking and
practical solutions to fulfill project
requirements and achieve a sustainable
outcome.

Positive
Our positive and professional approach
strikes a harmonious balance between
the natural and built environments to
extenuate a site’s potential.

WHO
WE WORK
WITH
Whether you’re a developer looking for the right
site, an architect navigating your way through
planning or an individual looking to make the most
of your property, our highly qualified team can help
you find the most successful natural infrastructure
solutions.

Architects &
Planners
Land & Estate
Managers

Developers

Homeowners

OUR
SERVICES
Our approach allows us to deliver practical
and innovative solutions that ensure
owners retain viable natural infrastructure
and developers optimise their investment.

LAND
Natural land advice to successfully
plan and manage your project
We provide topographical, land, building surveys and technical plans to submit with
planning applications or to provide details in terms of feasibility for development. This
can also include simple geo-referenced plans for tree management and risk zoning
surveys.
We use the latest technology and employ modern surveying techniques to produce
high quality topographic land surveys, measured plans and buildings surveys. All our
surveys are tailored for their specific end use, be it a simple planning application for
change of use, accurate plans for architectural and structural design or detailed record
drawings in line with English Heritage specifications.

"Wharton continue to give us an excellent and professional service and provide
very good value for money. The team are
easy to work with and are flexible to our
requirements, offering a bespoke rather
than off-the-shelf service."
Olly Scholefield
- Stratford-on-Avon District Council

"Barberry has always found the
Wharton team to be knowledgeable and
efficient in their input backed with a
commercially realistic approach to the
development process."
M P Winters: Construction Director
- Barberry Group

TREES
Natural tree advice to successfully
plan and manage your land
Trees are fundamental to our well-being and quality
of life, whether in an urban or rural context. They
secure many environmental, economic and social
benefits when planned and managed appropriately.
Our pragmatic approach focuses on trees as assets
rather than development constraints, producing
clear and considered design solutions.
From feasibility through to detailed applications, we
create reports and plans as a design tool to help
identify development potential and plan a successful
proposal.

“The service and report provided by
Wharton was prompt, detailed and to a
high standard. The findings allowed the
Council to take an informed decision on
how to manage trees on a land mark site
in Worcester City”

"Wharton provided detailed tree advice
which enabled us to put forward a robust
arboricultural statement and impact
appraisals to support the regeneration of
a central part of Peckham and obtain a
successful planning decision."

Oliver Kaye
- Worcester City Council

Sara Khabazan
- Carl Turner Architects

ECOLOGY
Natural ecological advice to successfully
plan and manage your land
Ecological surveys & reports are required for a variety
of reasons but generally need to be submitted with
planning applications or used at a feasibility stage
before land purchase and development plans are
progressed. They are an important element of
project planning as ecological features can pose
significant constraints to development which may
not always be clear at the outset of a project or at
the land purchase stage.
Wharton offer ecological advice and analysis which
is required by Local Planning Authorities for home
improvement, development, master planning and
restoration projects.
Before planning any development, it is necessary to

consider the site’s ecological value which includes
the habitats and floral species present. Important
questions to answer are:
• Does it contain any rare or important habitats?
• Are there any protected or invasive plant species
present?
Our specialist team of ecologists are on-hand to
answer the above questions any other ecological
queries you may have relating to these surveys for
your project.

"We recently worked with Wharton for an
AIA and Ecology Report and were
impressed by their knowledge, skill and
speed of delivery. Always helpful and
responsive. We will certainly use them
again as opportunities arise."

"Wharton have always given an excellent
service to our projects; collaborative,
supportive and creative, providing
excellent advice and solutions to sometimes complex arboreal and ecological
situations."

James Vincent: Senior Associate
- Roberts Limbrick Architects

Graham Sutherland
- Partner Abacus Architects

LANDSCAPE
Landscapes design, creation and management
define how we live, work and play.
We are passionate about creating unique and
inspiring landscapes, which are not simply a concept
but are successfully delivered on site. Our fundimental aim is to create places and spaces that people will
want to live, work and play
We apply the same principles and values to all
projects irrelevant of scale or complexity, from
large-scale masterplanning through to highly
detailed design and planting plans.
We offer our clients a full range of landscape
architectural services from landscape planning to
design and delivery,
These services include:

• Landscape design
• Landscape Visual Impact Assessments
(LVIA)
• Urban design & masterplanning
• Planting plans
• Project implementation & contract
management
We help you create unique, beautiful, and commercially viable spaces to benefit the environment and
develop diverse communities.

"I want to say how impressed I have been
with the team, who took over as the
Ecologist on a site in Abergavenny, Wales.
The dedication & commitment has blown
me away. The work ethic to the project
was refreshing & no problem was to big
for you. The team were always on hand to
answer any concerns & queries, and he
has certainly gone above and beyond. "
Edward Phipps
- Tensteps Properties

“Wharton provided detailed tree and
ecology pre-application advice as well as
pragmatic solutions which helped to
prevent a costly 12 month project delay.”
The Bursar - Ibstock Place School

OUR
CLIENTS

OUR
WORK
Our expert knowledge
of tree, ecologyand
landscape services are
illustrated through our
selection of recent and
challenging projects.

WATERBEACH
Client: Urban & Civic

WINTRINGHAM,
ST NEOTS

Planning Consultants: David Lock Associates

Client: Urban & Civic

Architect: Fletch Priest Architects

Planning Consultants: David Lock Associates

Area: 716 Acres

Architect: JTP Architects

Position: Outline application submitted plans
for the construction of up to 6,500 new homes
on 293 Hectares (715 Acres) of brownfield land
at Waterbeach Barracks, to the immediate
north of Cambridge and part of the existing
settlement of Waterbeach.

Area: 400 Acres

SCIENCE AND
HEALTH BUILDING
Client: Coventry University
Planning Consultants: Turnberry Planning
Architect: Broadway Malyan
Project: New state-of-the-art Science and
Health building.
Awards: HE Project of the Year / Client of the
Year (Shortlisted) - Education Estates Awards
2017.
Position: Completed regeneration project for
Coventry University in the heart of Coventry.
From feasibility through detailed design and
completion.

Position: Outline application submitted plans
for the construction of up to 2,800 new homes
on 400 Acres of brownfield land at
Wintringham, Huntigdonshire.

TYE COMMON RD,
BILLERICAY

FRYTHE WAY,
CRANBROOK

Client: Taylor Wimpey

Client: Taylor Wimpey

Area: 70 Acres

Area: 7 Acres

Position: Topographical survey of a parcel of
strategic mixed use development land with the
inclusion of gas and other utility lines. Work
completed for viability and feasibility.

Position: Constraints and feasibility
assessment of trees and ecology, prior to
option agreement on site. Currently waiting
further instruction for continued contribution
for master-planning of site.

BALLIOL COLLEGE,
OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Client: Balliol College (Bidwells)
Planning Consultants: Turnberry Planning
Architect: Níall McLaughlin Architects
Developer: BAM
Project: Erection of C2 Residential Institution
at Master Fields, Balliol College.
Position: Iconic development of world class
residential accommodation at Master Fields,
Balliol College. The building has been designed
around a high value protected tree of notable
landscape value.

ALCONBURY,
WEALD

BRISTOL STREET,
BIRMINGHAM

Client: Urban & Civic

Client: Barratt Homes

Planning Consultants: David Lock Associates

Planning Consultants: Turley

Architect: JTP Architects & Peter Brett
Associates

Architect: IDP

Area: 1425 Acres
Position: Outline consent granted May 2014.
Key Phase 1 is currently under construction
with grey and green infrastructure being a key
component of the scheme.

Area: 7 Acres
Position: Detailed planning for the urban regeneration of
land at Bristol Street, Birmingham. The approved application
of 778 residential units with other commercial use,
infrastructure and green space.

WHY
CHOOSE
WHARTON?

We provide the natural advice you need to
successfully balance the commercial,
environmental and human needs of a development
site, naturally increasing the true value of your land
or property.
Our highly qualified team can help you find the
most successful natural-infrastructure solutions;
minimise the risk to users of their land, form plans
to improve ecology and advise construction
companies how to work safely around their site.
Understanding the complete constraints and
opportunities of any site, whether it be
arboricultural, ecological or topographical to name
but a few elements, is critical in order to design and
plan a successful proposal.
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